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At.r1 41oouss1on or the history ot the 1solaUon ot tbe trtms\U"Sn1um 

elements -would nQt normally inQluAe .any mention of tlleir 4iecovery. T.hu is 

becaus~ tor the trsnaurat.'li'Wil elenents thtt first evidenee for unique chemica~ 

behavior--the criterion ot aiecoverr·~bas always been based on O.x.J?Efri.mente 1n 

wh1~b tbe putit;y of material is so .emaJ.l tbat it is detectable Qnly becauoe of 

its ndioaoUve deca;.y. '1'bis _.e that tor the tftnsuranium el.ements the 41s .. 

cover)' bas not eoincile4 with the 1sol.a~ton o:t the ~t--aa it has for mos't 

ot: the otbQr elements 4:tsc:over" in thct past threa ~enturiee. tilhen we speak 

here of the isolation w mean t.he · purificet!Jlm of the element trom contaminants 

tmd tbe meae~t of s property of the el~t; t.reeer methods ere excluded and 

·t.be d$.reet oba~t1on ot a macroscopic .property 1s ilnpl1e4. AmonG the trans,.. 

uranium elements this obaervation bas iftEtrally been ade on a com.po\lll4 ot the 

element nt..her tban the elemental matter 1~selt because ot the expePimental 

cUf.f'icultJ.es ~t 1n pro4uc.tns reactive metals on a mic;rogram scale. 

!he s1x tnma\IJ'anium elem'lnlta and the years 1n which they were 1aolated 

are neptunium, l944J plvtonium, 1942; americ1um1 1945; curium, 1947; ~ium 
end cal.~ium, 1958. 'l'bey will be 41ecu&sod m tbe abrono~o$ical order in which 

they were iSOlated. 

~'l'b1s paper vas presented as pert ot 1:.bO ''Inorganic Chemists 1n th:e ifuclear Age a \ 

Symposium at the 1~4-th .Nat1oMl. ~ing o~ t.b.e American Chemical Sooiety, Chicago 1 

llliliois 1. · ~ptesnber 7 .. ~2, 1958 •. 



Plutonium 

Plutonium was the first of the transuranium elements isolated. This 

was dDne in August and September of 1942 by B. B. Cunningham a.nd L. B. \Ierner 

at the Metallurgical. Laboratory of' the University of Chi(!ago, a. unit of the 

wartime Manhattan Distx·ict. Cunningham is nw Pl"'fessor of Chemistry at the 

Unive;;:si ty of Ca.lifornia, Berkeley 1 and Werner is at the U. S. Naval Ra.d.io

logica.l Defense Laboratory in Se.n Francisco. The isotope involved in the 

isolation wa.s the familiar plutonium•239 with a. haJ.f-life for alpha decay 

of approximately 251000 years. :l'he isolation followed the discovery of the 

fissiona.ble isotope by Y~nnedy, Seaborg, Segre, and Wahl by about eighte~n 

months, a pe~iod during which all of the investigations of plutonium chem

istry had been carried out by tracer tecrilliques. 

The three principal objadives of the isolation work -..vere (1) to 

determine the specific alpha. disintegration rate of Pu 239 , ( 2) to determine 

the chemical px-crperties of pure plutonium compounds and the chemical behavior 

of plutonium solutions at ordinary chemical concentrations, and ( 3) to demon

strate a chemical process for the separation of plutonium from uranium and 

fission products. The establishment of a :t-elia.ble value for the specific 
2'~9 

activity of Pu J by a direct weighing and alpha-counting method lias a. prime 

obje·;:!ti.ve because this figure entered di.rectly into the calculation of the 

thez~-neutron-fission cross section of the isotope. 

A prelimi~ isolation yielding about one microgram of Pu239 was 

carried out in August, 1942, in order to prove a satisfactory separation and 

isolation procedure. At the time the is~a.tion \'la.s performed it bad not yet 

been shown tb.a.t a self-sustaining nuclear reaction leading to the production 
. 2~ of substantial amounts of Pu J could be carried out, and therefore the plu-

tonium used in the prelimillafY isolation was produced by the irradiation of 

natural uranium. with neutrons produced by a d,n reaction on beryllium. Five 

kilograms of uranyl ni tra.te hexe.hydrate vrere irradiated using l Z..Mev deuterons 

from the 6o-inch cyclotron at the University of California Radiation Laboratory 

at Berkeley. The plutonium produced, approximately one microgram, 1otas sep

arated by a series of "fluoride cycles" from uranium and fission products 

and concentrated wi·th 5 mg of cerium and 5 :mg of la.ntha.n.um in 15 ml of 
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0.5 ;:! R~o4 • These, and later, bulk separations of the large mass of uranium 

were carried out at Berkeley by A. C. 'Wa.bl and J. W. Gofma.n and at Chicago 

by A. H. Ja.ffey, T. P. Kohma.n, D. E. Kosbla.nd, Jr., and E. H. Turk. The 

solution of cerium, lanthanum, a.nd plutonium was concentrated by evaporation 

and the f;tuorides precipitated by the addition of HF and KF solutions. The 

fluoride ·precipi·tate "ras then converted to a soluble sulfate by fuming with 

sulfuric acid and the plutonium oxidized to the "fluoride-soluble" oxidation 

state by- addition of solid argentic oxide. Upon addition of hydro:fluoric 

acid the rare earths were precipitated e.nd the plutonium remained in solution. 

It -was separated and recov*red by centrifuging the solution, removing the 

supernatant, and fUming the supernatant with sulfuric acid to convert the 

plutonium to a. soluble sulfate. Repeated '::ycles identical to this '>Te1·e 

carried out with ever smaller quantities of rare earth carrier until finally, 

on Auguet 18, 1942, a pure sample of plutonium fluoride ~ms precipitated -

the first isolation of a synthetic element. This mate1·ia.l ..m.s not satis

fa~tory for gravimetric work, but it did indicate that the nuorid.e-~y·:!le 

method was satisfactory for concentrating and purifying plutonium at aJ~ 

concentrations of plutonium and rare earth carrier. Accordingly, another 

isolation was performed on about 30 micrograms of plutonium which had been 

produced by irradiating 90 kilogx·ams of uranyl nitrate hexahydrate with 

neutrons produced by the reaction of beryllium and deuterons from the cyclo

tron at Washington University, St. Louis. In this expet·iment the bulk of the 

uranium wa.s removed by ether extraction and the plutonlum concentrated by 

means of successive fluoride cycles -v11 th decreasing amounts of lanthanum 

carrier. Finally the lanthanum wa.s removed by a fluoride precipitation 

carried out with the plutonium oxidized to the fluoride-soluble state. The 

plutonium in the supernatant solution "'~ fumed with sulfuric acid to ·yield 

soluble plutonium sulfate, the hydroxide was precipitated 'vith annnonium 

hydroxide and washed and then dissolved with dilute nitric acid. From this 

solution plutonium iodate vms precipitated, metathesized to the hydl·oxide, 

dissolved in dilute nitric acid, and reprecipitated.. Metathesis of this 

plutonium iodate to the hydroxide yielded a pure material which -vm.s dis

solved in dilute nitric acid to give a stock solution of about ro micrograms 
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of plutonium ni t:ca'Ge with the solution concentration approximately 0.01 !1, in 

plutonium. 

Several. sma.ll portions of this solution were used for direct-weighing 

detenllinations of tb.e specific activity of Pu
239 . The mass determination 

was done on a Salvioni type mic1~balance which bad been constructed and cali

brated by two independent methods. The first method consisted of constructing 

tvTO a.ddi tional Salvioni balances of lesser eensi ti vi ty and cal.ibrating the 

lesa sensitive of the pair with a standard 1 milligram anaJ.ytical ·weight. 

This calibration was used to determine the mass of a platinum wire, which 

was then US€d to calibrate the more sensitive second balance; similarly, a 

knowledge of the relation between load a.nd displacement for the second balance 

aJ.lm·Ted a caJ.ibration to be obtained for the third balance, the most sensitive 

one and the one on 'Whieh the plutonium was to be 1-Teighed. A check on this 

ca.libration wa.a made by an independent method. A 1 liter solution of thorium 

nitrate was pr~pared and the concentration of the solution was dete1~ned by 

ordinary analytical techniques. Then a known volume, about 1 microliter, of 

the solution vras delivered onto the previously i.feighed platinum wei~~mg 

pan of the Salvioni balance. The pa.n 1r1as then ignited until a constant 

vreight was attained. The two calib.rations agreed within 0. Jfo and indicated 

a. sensitivity of ±0 .00126 microgram. On September 10, 1942, the first weibl;l .. 

ing o.f a pure compound of a synthetic element i·ias made 1-ihen an aliquot of 

the plutoniwn solution was delivered onto the previously v.'Bighed. platinum 

weighing p-an, dried, and ignited. The deflection of the balance indicated 

a weight of Pu0
2 

of 2. 77 micrograms. This material was not used. for· further 

experimentation but wa.s preserved intact. Two more vreighings we:re made of 

Pu0
2

, sample -weights 4.55 a.nd 2. 20 micrograms, and these were used for specific

activity determinations which we now know indicated a purity of the plutonim~ 

stOck solution of >9!]fo. Additional e~q.>eriments were carried out, using the 

same plutonium s·to~k solution, to d.etenn.ine the oxidation number of :plutonium 

in plutonium iodate and to determine the approximate solubilities of various 

plutonium C¢.!llpounds. This information vas of importance in connection -v;i th 

the problems involved in design1n,s chemical methode for the large-scale ex

traction, decontamination, and purification of' plutonium. The chenucaJ. 



separations process at Hanford was successful from the beginning of operation 

and represented a. scaJ.e ... up factor of' 109 over the ultramicrochemical experi

ments. 

The isolation of plutonium req_uired mi~rochemicaJ. techniq_ues of great 

illGenuity. Both nevT techniques and the modification of previously developed 

tecllniq_ues were used. In th~ latter the '\-tork of P. L. Kirk and associates 

and M. Cefola. and A. A. Benedetti-Pichler should be mentioned. 

Neptunium· 

Neptunium was the first of the tra.nsuranium elements discovered, but 

it -was p.ot iso~a.ted until about two years after Cunningham and Werner had 

isolated pure plutonium. The neptunium isolation -was carried out at the 

Meta.llurgica.l I.,Qbo:r:-atory of the Univet~sity of Chicago by L. B. Magnusson, now 

of the Argonne Na.ti.onal. Laboratory Chemistry Division, and T. J. LaChapelle, 

currently employed in industry in CaJ.ifornia. Neptunium- 237 \-Ti th an alpha

decay half-life of mo:re than one million years \'Jas the isotope available. 

Two objectives stimulated the isolation of neptunium. Fin>t, a.n ac(!urate 

value for the half-life, detennin·~d by means of a direct-weighing specific

activity m.ea.surement, wa,s desired because of the fundamental importance of 

this constant and f_or accurate standardization of' the l~adiometric method of' 

mass determination. In e.dd.i tion, a more accurate and detailed knowledge of' 

the chemistry of neptunium was needed than could be obtained from tracer ex

periments. It was especially desired to establish one or more of the oxida

tion states of neptunium eJ.ong 1<1ith the formUla of a dry compound. 

Two sources of Np237 yielded approximately eq:ual amounts of neptunium. 

One sour·ce was 64 pounds of uranium metal wb.i::h had been bombarded by fast 

neutrons produeed by the reaction of beryllium '>>~'i th deutex·ons from the cyclotron 

at the UniveJ;·si ty of Ca.l.ifo:cnia Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley. The other 

source was uranium from a chain-reacting pile. Both sour:::es produ·:!ed neptun

ium-237 as a rezult of the n, 2n reaction on uranium-238, which yields the beta

decaying u237 of about 7 days half-life. A total. of 45 micrograms of neptun

ium was isolated by utilizing the fact that neptunium is precipitated by 

fluoride.lon under certain ~onditions and yet can be rapidly oxidized to a 

fluoride-soluble state by bromate ion. The neptunium was separated from 



uranium by p:recipi.te:ting it, along with lanthanum carrier and plutonium, by 

a.ddi!l6 HF to the solution pr~viouely treated vri th reducing agent. Separation 

of the neptunium a.nd plutonium. "Was achieved by dissolving the fluoJ:·idc pl·e

cipitate and adding potassium bromate. Under the conditions used plutonium 

·vre.a oxidized very slowly, and precipitation of lanthanum and plutonium fluorides 

left the oxidized fluoride-soluble neptunium in the supernatant. The super

natant solution ,;;as then treated 1.rlth excess sulfur dioxide and the neptunium 

recovered as a f'luorid.e which could be d.issolvt;:d by any one of several means. 

Repeated bromate cycles a.eparated the neptunium from contaminants until f'inaJ.ly 

a pure neptunium fluoride wa.£ obtained. This 'Was dii.ssolved and a hyd.roxi<1= pre .. 

Gipitated. After being washed, the precipitate was fired and ignited a..11d about 

10 mi·::rograms of the resUlting oxide was scraped into an X-ray ca.pUla17. The 

remaining oxide was l.~ecovered and. used for furth~r preparation of neptunium 

compounds and ~~asurement of their solubilities and crystal otructure. 

An X-ray-diffraction analysis of the ignited neptunium hydroxide was 

made by\~. H. Za.cha.riasen. He obtained a diffraction ps.ttern '~>lhich shovTed the 

oxide to be isomorphous with Th0
2

, uo
2

, and Puo
2

, thuz, establishing a +4 oxi• 

dation state for neptunium. With this inform.ation about the preparation of a 

compound of definite composition, a spedf'ic-activity determination wan uncbr

taken. Two weighingG of 3.132 and 3.75 micrograms of NpO.., Here made on a Kirk, 
c., 

C1·ais, Gullberg, Boyer c.~.ua.rtz•fiber torsion microbala.n;~e, with a precision of 

about 0.02 microgram, and the baJ.ance pans then were counted directly in an 

alpha counter of -5<Jfo geom,etry. The ha.lf·life calculated from this specific ... 
(., 

activity meaaul'ement, 2 .• 20 x 10° years, is within 11o of the value obtained in 

reecnt years by using large quanti ties of Np Z37, and demonstratef~ cleru:·ly th•~ 
purity of the neptunium isolated so neatly by Magnus con and LaChapelle • 

.Americium 

Element 951 americium, is the third element follo1nng uranium in the 

periodic table, but it vas the fourth tre.nsure.nium element discovered follm-t

ing t!U:tium1 element 96, by a few months -- 6J1d unlike all the other transuranics 

it was isolated in the fonn. of pure compounds less than one year after it "IJas 

discovered. The isolation 'i-t~...s carried out a.t the Metallurgical. Laboratory of 

the University of Chicago by B. B. Cunningb.flln, who three years previously had 



achieved1 in association with L. B. Werner 1 the isolation of the first synthetic 

element ever isolated, plutonium. 

Af'tet' tbe disoovery oC and prior to the isolation of americium, rather 

extensive tracer experi111ents on the chemistry had been carried on by the dis

coverers, Sea.barg, James, and Morgan, and e.lso by Thompson, Morgan, J'ames, and 

PerJ..man. 'l'bese investigations demona~rated. the pronoun(!ed stability of' the 

tr1pos1 t1 ve oxidation state of americium and the great simils.ri ty between the 

aqueous tripos1 t1 ve ions of the rare earth :elements and emeri cium. In three 

respects the problem of isl>lating americium differed from those encountered in 

the isolations cf neptunium a.nd-}plutor.dum. First, on the basis of the tracer 

eXPeriments it appeared that it was d1ttfi~t, if not impossible,to obtain any 

oxidation state other than + 3 for emeri cium.. Also, tbe only met:nods of separating 

americium from the natur&lly occurring rare earths on e. mi 2.rogram scal.e involved 
241 

prohibitive losses. Thirdl71 the hal.t'·life of Am , the principal. isotope, was 

uncertain by at leaat a.n or<ler of magnitude, wbi ch mee.nt t.bat the amount of 

americium expectea in the isolation was uncertain, and from an amount obtained 

there was no way ot judging its probable purity. The e.me:dcium-241 was produced 

by pUe irradiation of plutoniWil, wh1ch by multiple neutron capture produced 
241 241 

Pu , which yielded Am by beta. decay. Neces.si ty for separation of the ameri• 

cium from rare earths was avoided by subJecting the plutonium to extensive 

purification before 1rre.d1a.tion and carefully avoiding any rare earth contemtne.tion 

from reagents or e.ppe.ratus during the isolation. The 8lllericium. produced in the 

1rra41ated plutonium was concentrated by hydroxide prec1p1 tation following pre

cipitation ot the bulk of' the plutonium a-s-. peroxide. This cycle was repeated 

several times and a tine.l .americium-plutonium separation performed by oxidizing 

the plutonium. to the .fluoride-soluble +6 state and precipitating the americium 

fluoride v1th HF. The eaericium fluoride was dissolved, and after some further 

~r1f1cation a very small portion of the americium solution was subjected to 

spectrographic anal.ysis carried out by M. ·Fred. end F. Tomkins. LEitad and iron were 

the detected ~itiee, and these were removed by a lead sulfide precipitation 

e.nd precipitation of the americium as fluoride to separate it from iron. On tbe 

be.eis of the chemistry vhich bad been carried out on the sample, and from 

observation of 1tJS color, this was believed to be a pure americium compound. This 

fluoride was therefore used for e. direct-weighing spec1f1c•e.ct1vity measurement 

to determine the halt•life of Am241 • The ignited fluoride yielded e. black oxide 



which vas weighed on a quartz ... fiber torsion m1crobe.lance and then counted in a 

low-geometry alpha counter. On the assumption that the several.· mi. crograma of 

oxide ~ Am0;--an assumption later verified by X•ray~diffraction analysis--a 

haJ.f•lU'e of 498 yea:re was ca.laulated. The americium oxi&t was dissol.ved off' 

the pl.t\t1num boat and ·2IIf, ot it used for spectrographic ana.lyeis which indicated 

'i$ La., O.lj Mg, and 6'/J Pt1 the latter presumably dissolved from the weighing boat 

when the oxide was 41seolved. 

The remaining ameri~ium ve.a purified and pncipitated as hydroxide. 

The hy4rox1&:! was dissolved in dilute nitric acid. and. used tor further studies of 

the ox1cllat1on states of" a.artoium in aqueous solution; oxidation states both 

higher end lower 1£ban +3 w~re looked for without det'ini~ success. In addition, 

the aqueous-.. solut1on absorption spectrum ot Am (Ul) was detennined. The absorp

tion spectrum tended to verify the validity of See.borg• s actinide hypothesis: 

the difference between tbe spectre. of americium and pl.utonium vas similar to the 

difference between the spectra of' europium and samarium. This lent weight to the 

.argument of' SrJ&borg that. the new elements we1"e part of an actinide l!ler1ea 

analogous to the 1·are earth or le.nthan14e elements. 

Curium 

The actinide hypothesis also predicted ths.t el€.>Jaent 96, curium, -would be 

tlle sev~nth mem'ber of e. series in 'Which the t orbital.e lay at progressively lower 

levels. Curium. was postulated to be an analog of gadolinium and a spacial 

stability was expected for Cm (IU), presUJD.ed to have a configuration ot seven 

5:f electrons.. This had been borne out by tracer studies •1ch indicated that 

only +3 curS.um wa.s stable in aqueous solution. The problem of isolating curium 

!rom irn.diated americium thus resolved itself' into one of separating two tr1-

posit1ve ions eiaila.r to two adJacent rare earths. This separation and the 

isolation of curium were sucaessf'Ully accomplished. by t. B. Werner, associated 

earlier with tb~ plutonium 1sola.t1on1 and. !.. Perlman at the Univer lity of 

California Radiation Laboratory, Berkeley .• 

A que.nt.ity of 4.48 m1ll.1grems of Am241 vas irre.dia.ted. for one year with 

a hip nux of slov neutrons to produce about 150 micrograms of curium-242. The 

s~ntion of the curium from americ~:um vas a:f'fected by means of a cation-exchange 

column using citric acid eluant. Additional ion-exchange separations were made 
242 

on americium-contaminated fl-&ct1one until 115 m:Lcrograms of Cm was obtained 

free of americium in 50 m1111litez·s of' solution. This material was concentrated 



by reads~rption on several small portions of ion-exChange resin and then batchwise 

elution from the resin With citrate solution. After decomposition of the citrate 

With nitric end sulturic acids, curium hydl.'OXides wa.s precipitated. Handling 
...._242 1 1"6. vm 1 'Whieh decays by alpha-partie e emis~lon with a half-life of only 2· days, 

leads to problems other than just those of manipulating small quantities of 

radioactive material. Decomposition of the a~ous solution occurs as a con

sequence of the high e.lpha-decay ra.te1 and both buildup of perodde and evolution 

of ga.a are observed. This gas to:rmation in the Golution causes a precipitate to 

be stirred up within a. fell seconds after it has been compacted by centrifugation. 

Another concomitant of the short half·life of curium-242 is the growth in the 

curium at the rate of 0. » per <lay of de.ughtar Pu 
238. Except immediately after 

a eepa:ttt.tion plutonium ie e.lwa.ya present as an impurl:ty. 

The aurium hydrOxide was dissolved and the absorption spectrum of the 

solution examined. After pur1f1eation Of the c:urium from plutonium two l•microgram 

samples were used for spectrographic analysis, 'Which indicated that only lead was 

a niajor i.rilpurity.. After prec1pi tation of' lead sulfide a 5-microgram sample was 

sparked to obtain a more OOln;plete measure oi the spectre.l lines a'ttributable to 

c."UU'ium anti to check for im.purittes. A. turthe:t' _cheek on impurities was made by 

pel·forming a dil'·ect-we1ghing specit1o•e.ctiv1ty dete:anination. Unlike the trans .. 

uranium elements isolated earlier, the eurium-242 ha.d a half-life so short that 

it was kno"Wn from direct decay observatio-ns. A spec1f1c·aC't1v1 ty determination on 

cut"ium would thus check the purity of the cQI'.lpOUtld weighed. On the assumption 

that the composition of the oxide was em.p 
3

, about 40 lllicrograms of curium was 

_ weigheti on f!l. qW!U."'tz t'1ber tonion microbalance and then diseolv«ed and counted. 

A purity of 85 to 93'/o w&s found for the curium oxide preparation. 

Berkelium and Oalitornium. ! 
In Septentber 195$, at the 2nd Geneva Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 

Atomic Energy, a p&per was presented entitled ttFiret Macro,s)copic Observations of 

the Chemical Properties of' l}erkelium and Californium." Thus the fifth and sixth 

tre.nsuranium elements have now 'been isolated. !his work wae done during the 

spr:t.ng and summer of 1958 by B. B. Cunningham and S • G. '.l'hom.pson at th€ University 

of California Radiation Labo:re:t.ory, Berkeley. 
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Prolonged neutron irradiation of Pu239 p1·oQ:uced about a microgram each 

of berkelium, element 97, a.nd e&l1fornium1 element 98. A mixture of isotopes 
249 

was produced. in each case, but thOse present in greatest a.bun.da.n:;e were Bk , a 

300•da.y ~- emitter, a.nd. cr
252

, a. 2-year ex-emitting isotope. Prior :to this w-ork 

by OUm:l.ingham a.nd Thompson the only knowledge of th~ chtmical properties of these 

elements had been ob~ioed 'by tre.aer experiment. a. This knowledge was actually 

exten&ive enough to a.ll.ow the transpluton1um elements to be com entre. ted by means 

ot ion-excha.nge tecbniquas 'Which had been test.ed repeatedly. The final purifica

tions of' both berkelium and celitornium also consisted of elution from a very 

small ion•excl:ae.nge column. The solution· coming off the column passed directly 

into a capillary cell with opt1ca.lly flat Windows, tfhere the absorption spectrum 

of' the elements could be studied. Approximately 1/2 microgram of berkelium and 

double that &IJlOunt of' ~!f'O.rnil..um 1n dilute HC1 vere studied in the cell, and 

revee.l,.ed no absorption lines in the visible region of the spectrum. Tbe absence 

of detectable absorption lines of Bk (ni) in the visible region of the spectrum 

-wa.~ expec"d, but the absence of lines for Ct (III) suggested t.ha't in the heavier 

(as contrasted with the lighter) actinides the transition probabilities were 
. 6 6 

decreasing tor transitions from the 1
1512 

ground state to the various F levels. 

Add.i tional studies ot the absorption spectrum c£ Ct' (ni) by photographic methods 

revealed the presence of two broad 't~ak altsorp~ons wbic:h may correspond to tran

sitions in analogous states of Dy (ID). 

Masnet1c-susoeptib1l1ty m4asur0ments on tripositive berkelium and 

c&liforn1um were also made. '.t'he sepo.-m¥ ions were sorbed on single b~e.d.s o:f 

Dowex-.50 ree1n and t.he bee.ds suspended in a. magnetic field. by means of a plastic 

basket sealed to a fine quartz fiber. Gd (III) we.s used as the reference stan

dard.. The experimental resultJS agreed best with moments derived on the assumption 

that the electrons O(!eupy f' orbi tal.s and interact by unperlurbed pure L...S coupling. 

Ten tl-aneuranium $lements are now known, and of these ten, Six have been 

isolated in amounts sucla that macroscopic properties could be observed or pure 

compounds weighed. Element 99, einsteinium~ w111 perbe.ps be isolated in the near 

fut't.mlt, "but it may vell be the J.e:t!t element. e:vailable in me.crn quantities • 

Thereafter th~ half-liv<&s are I!IO short a tbe.t .even if sufficient quantities of 

the transeinst.einium elements coul.d be produced the isolation would be difficult. 
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